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The paper “Integrating network topology metrics into studies of catchment-level effects
on habitat diversity” develops new metrics of network topology to predict diversity of
in-channel morphological habitat observed in different river basins in UK. The paper’s
intent is meaningful because current availability of RS data (such as high resolution
DEM nowadays widely spread worldwide) allow to calculate river network metrics ca-
pable to include more information on topographical and topological spatial organization
of fluvial systems compared to more traditional network metrics such as the Strahler
order (or Shreve order). The new metrics proposed in this paper can be calculated
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easily in most of the basin worldwide and this is an important credit of the work which
foster future applicability. The main limitation I found in the work is the use of the River
Habitat Survey as metrics to assess habitat diversity (see specific comments for more
details on this point). On the other hand I do admit that its wide application in UK at
national scale over the years make of this database a valuable and unique source of
information for this type of analysis and its replicability. The paper findings though show
a moderate and sometime weak correlations between the new network topology met-
rics and habitat diversity. The authors do a good job in explaining possible causes and
commenting different source of uncertainty. I also find reference to literature well devel-
oped and the statistical analysis scientifically sound. However, I think the paper needs
some major revision about the description of the network topology indexes, which is
little confusing at this stage. Moreover, the limitation of the current work regarding the
use of RHS should be more extensively debated. If these limitations will be addressed
I’m happy to suggest the paper for publication since I believe the topic is of interest to
the reader of HESS and it has wide opportunities of future applications.

MAJOR COMMENTS:

- Sections 1.1 and 1.2 should be merged together. Many concepts present in Sect1.1
are repeated in Sect1.2 and I don’t find a clear division between introduction to “Net-
work topology” in Sect. 1.1 and its “effects on in channel functioning” in Sect 1.2 as
suggested by their title. Sect 1.2 focuses extensively on confluences but the reader
yet do not understand why they are so central in the network topology metrics and you
need to clarify if the metrics proposed describe primarily how confluences are spatially
organized or also other network features. - Section 2.1 start with few sentences (lines
170-175) which sound more as paper objectives and for this reason should be moved
into the introduction. Here, I suggest to revise lines 70-78 to clarify paper objectives. -
My main concern about this work is about the use of the RHS as habitat diversity evi-
dences. The scoring system adopted is not robust. It simply evaluates ‘as better’ more
frequent presence of specific features. This is a very subjective criterion, which can-
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not be linked easily to any geomorphological processes associable to various network
topologies. Because this is the main physical hypothesis at the basis of your analysis
this limitation need to be more extensively debated in the paper. Ideally you should
encourage the adoption of more processes based river channel classifications, where
morphological forms are classified based on different channel processes and then can
be associated to different network topologies on the basis of physical principles (here
some literature as reference, Gurnell, A. M., M Rinaldi, B Belletti, S. Bizzi, B Blamauer,
G Braca, T Buijse, et al. ÂńA multi-scale hierarchical framework for developing under-
standing of river behaviour to support river managementÂż. Aquatic Sciences 78(1)
(2016): 1–16. https://doi.org/10.1007/s00027-015-0424-5. Brierley, G J, e K A Fryirs.
Geomorphology and River Management: Applications of the River Styles Framework.
Oxford: Blackwell Science Ltd, 2005). The discussion sections should dedicate a para-
graph to address these limitations and propose future applications capable of balancing
the good availability of RHS data (in case of UK) with the need of better classification
schemes. - In the result sections you often comment how the presence of anthropic
pressures may alter the statistical correlations analysed. This is a good point. However,
RHS database does includes quite an elevate number of features regarding in-channel
artificial features. It would be very interesting to see if an indicator of artificial chan-
nel degree extracted from the RHS DB is significantly correlated with the unexplained
variance of your model. This would be a notable finding, and also a good use of the
RHS variables. - RHS is sampled on reach of 500 meter in any river (and it is not
suitable for large rivers). For this reason the frequency of features used in your scoring
systems of habitat diversity is likely deeply affected by river channel size (bigger river
have larger river channel features). This limitation should be commented. You should
try to see if there is a bias in your statistical analysis associated with basin area. - The
paper points out more times that your proposed network topological metrics are more
informative than Strahler order ( see for instance lines 411-414). This is very likely
true, based on type of information included in these indexes. However, I would appre-
ciate a wider prospective commenting the indexes. For instance I don’t think they are
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mutual exclusive as sometime it seems from your judgments. They provide measures
of different basin features: for instance Strahler provides information on the longitudi-
nal development of river networks, whereas your indexes describe how confluences
density are organizer from distance from the outlet on based on topography. Would
be nice to see how the ability to predict habitat diversity (though the limitation of the
metric used) improve using all the three indexes, i.e., a multivariate regression. This
may help to explain if the indexes are mutual exclusive, or if each of them explain dif-
ferent aspects of habitat diversity. This may help to disclose the physical link between
network topological features and habitat diversity. In case you don’t want to develop
this additional analysis, you should justify in the discussion why you don’t think this is
necessary and debate this issue.

MINOR

- Lines 141: “For example, substrate size changes from coarse to fine downstream
along each “sedimentary link””. Yes but sometime also fine to coarse. Please revise.
- Lines 159-161 are unclear to me, please revise. - Lines 353-357 are unclear to me,
please revise. - Lines 360-361 “This may be because each distance interval contains
a broader range of elevations than elevation intervals within which elevation range is
controlled. Impacts of network topology on instream physical habitats”. Very unclear
to me, are you saying that elevation is more important because it varies more in the
‘distance’ metric ? If true, this would be a strong statement which affect your results
and the meaning of your indexes and should be much more extensively debated. -
Lines 428-431: lack of correlation does not depend only on channel energy but also on
network forms, indeed Wensum has the most “linear” shape. Can you better explain
this point ? - Lines 445-447 (“The study also highlights that anthropogenic modification
and other factors mean that network density only has an impact at some sites in the
catchment”.). You cannot state that. Your findings did not prove that, since you have
no quantitative information on the level of anthropic pressures in your sites ( see my
suggestion to add this information from the RHS database). You can presume it based
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on previous literature. Please revise this point. - Lines 447-448 (“This paper shows
that network topology itself may be in-part influenced by catchment characteristics. . .”).
When ? How? It is unclear to me. Please explain. - Appendix A is never cited in the
main text. - Caption of Figure 4: “Significant correlation coefficients (p<0.05) shown in
bold” should refer to (a) and not (b).
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